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Legal
History

V1 07/01/22 First release

V2 02/03/23
• Added A2S Gen 3 and A2S Gen 4 PCBA in instructions.
• Added mention of new Marport products.
• Reorganized topic layout
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Copyright
© 2023 Marport. All Rights reserved.

No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any
form by any means; electronic, mechanical, photocopying or otherwise, without the express
written permission from Marport. “Marport”, the Marport logo and Software Defined Sonar are
registered trademarks of Marport. All other brands, products and company names mentioned
are the trademark and property of its respective owners only. Marport is a division of Airmar
Technology Corporation.

Disclaimer
Marport endeavors to ensure that all information in this document is correct and fairly stated, but
does not accept liability for any errors or omissions.

Important:  Only qualified Marport dealers can do maintenance and repairs on internal
components of the sensors.
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Introduction and Presentation
Read this section to get a basic knowledge of the equipment.

Introduction
This manual describes maintenance and repair procedures for the internal components of Marport
products. It is intended to be read by qualified Marport dealers.

The internal components are protected by different models of bottles. This manual describes the
Speed sensors bottle, applicable for the following products:

• Speed Navigator
• Speed Explorer
• Trawl Speed sensor
• Grid sensor
• Symmetry sensor

Safety Guidelines
Important:  To ensure proper and safe use of this equipment, carefully read and follow the
instructions in this manual.

Only qualified Marport dealers can do maintenance and repairs on internal components of the
sensors.

Basic good practices

When using the product, be careful: strong impacts can cause damage to the electronic components
inside.

Never place the product in a hazardous and/or flammable atmosphere.

Product Installation and use

Install and use this product in accordance with this user manual. Incorrect use of the product may
cause damage to the components or void the warranty.

CAUTION:  If you open the bottle, put a new desiccant bag inside the bottle to absorb
moisture.

Precautions

CAUTION:  In case of water ingress in the product, do not charge it: battery may vent or
rupture, causing product or physical damage.
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Main Parts
External View

1. Temperature
sensor
2. Negative charge

3. Water switch

4. Positive charge

5. Shoulder bolts

6. Pressure-relief
spring

7. Pressure sensor

8. EM log pins

9. Latch

Exploded View

1. Transducer

2. Sarah Connor
PCBA

3. Battery

4. End cap
5. Sensors

6. EM log

7. PCBA
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PCBA Connectors

1. Sarah Connor PCBA
2. PCBA

3. EM log

A1 1. Water-switch
2. Batteries

3. Up (B)

4. Down (A)

5. Uplink (C)
6. Uplink LED

7. Pressure and temperature (T&D)

A2S Gen 4 (P/N 25-1023-04) 1. Batteries

2.Water-switch

3. Down (A)

4. Up (B)

5. Uplink (C)

6. Uplink LED

7. Temperature and pressure (T&D)

Sarah Connor PCBA
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1. Connection to A1 PCBA
2. Electromagnetic coil

3. EM log pins
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Maintenance Checklist
We recommend you to follow this maintenance schedule for better performance and to avoid any
trouble with the equipment.

Before use • Check that all attachment equipment are not
worn or torn. Replace when appropriate.

• Check that the sensor is clean. See Cleaning
the Sensor on page 10 for cleaning
procedures.

• Check the battery level 24 hours before use
and recharge if necessary.

After use Wash the sensor with fresh water.

Between uses When the sensor is not in use, store in a dry
area, without humidity, at a temperature
between -10° and 70 °C (14 to 158 °F).

Not used for more than 3 months • Do not leave the batteries at full charge or
discharged for a long period of time or they
will wear out.

• Every 6 months, put the sensor in charge for
less than an hour.

Every 2 years The sensor must be returned to an approved
Marport dealer for inspection and maintenance.

If the sensor has not been not used for more than 3 months, we highly recommend to check the
following points before using it:

• Make sure the sensors on the end cap are in good condition and clean.
• Connect the sensor to a charger and check the charging status.
• Switch on the sensor by shorting the center lug to the negative lug, then listen for a ping noise

and check if you see the LED switched on.
• Test the sensor measures with Mosa2: depth, temperature, pitch, roll, and if applicable: spread

distance, echogram, catch status, speed measures (using the EM log tester).
• If you have a test hydrophone, check the reception in the wheelhouse with Scala.
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Cleaning the Sensor
You need to regularly clean the sensor for proper performance.

Wash the sensor with fresh water and dry it before you charge or store it.

Regularly check that the sensor is clean. If not:

• Wash away mud or debris with warm water.
• Use Isopropyl alcohol to clean the end cap and transducer. Use a steel wool pencil to clean the

shoulder bolts, and very fine sandpaper (180 grit) to clean between them.

Notice:  Do not use highly abrasive materials or jet wash.

Notice:  Special care should be taken with sensors and components sensitive to
mechanical shock or contamination.

Regularly check the state of the shoulder bolts on the end cap and clean them using a swab or Q-
tip with Isopropyl alcohol. Fully clean the surface from debris and inspect the surface for burrs or
pitting.
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Battery Maintenance Information
Read Marport's following recommendations to help maintain battery efficiency.

Marport sensors use lithium-Ion batteries that need specific care.

CAUTION:  In case of water ingress in the product, do not charge it: battery may vent or
rupture, causing product or physical damage.

• Do not leave the batteries at full charge or discharged for a long period of time or they will wear
out.

• Charge the battery whenever possible, at any battery level. Lithium-ion batteries do not have a
charge memory, so they do not need full discharge cycles.

• For Dock products with serial number before DOC2204300: Do not leave the sensors connected
on a charger that is switched off. If the charger is not connected to the mains voltage, the sensor
switches on and this will drain the battery.
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Replacing Parts
Qualified Marport technicians can remove and replace the following parts if they are damaged.

Note:  The colors of the PCBA in the following procedures may differ from the actual colors.

Removing and Putting Back the Housing
Before you begin

For this task you need the following tools:

6 mm
Allen key

Procedure

1. Pull the cord attached to the latches next to the end caps to remove the sensor from the cage.

2. To remove the housing:

1. Remove the 4 screws maintaining the housing with the
size 6 Allen key.

2. Remove the housing.

3. To put back the housing:
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1. Slide the bottles inside the housing and secure it with
the 4 screws and bolts.

2. Make sure the housing is in the right direction. The side
of the head with the EM log pins must not be on the
same side as the Marport writing.

4. Press the latches again to put back the protective cage.

Dismantling the Bottle
Before you begin

For this task you need the following tools:

Allen keys:

• 1.5 mm
• 4 mm

Procedure

1. Remove the external tube.

1. Remove the retainer ring around the top of the end cap.
2. Clean the bottle to remove any abrasive element, such as

sand, before sliding off the tube.
3. Place the sensor on a table or ground and pull out the

tube.
4. Check the internal surface of the tube: the screws of the

PCBA retainers may loosen when under high vibration
and scratch the sealing surface inside the tube when it is
removed. If this happens, there is a risk of water leakage
during operation.
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2. Remove the PCBA to get access to the connectors.

1. Using a 1.5 mm Allen key, remove the four screws holding
the retainers that are on the side of PCBA where all the
cables are connected.

2. Remove the retainers.

3. Disconnect the connectors from the PCBA.

A1 PCBA

A2S PCBA (Gen 4 and above)

A. Down / B. Up / C. Uplink / 1.
Uplink LED / 2. Temperature and
pressure / 3. Battery / 4. Water-
switch

1. Place the bottle on an anti-static fixture.
2. Remove the tape protecting the components.
3. Disconnect the battery.
4. If removing the end cap, disconnect the pressure/

temperature and shoulder bolts connectors.

4. To remove the end cap:
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1. Remove the battery to get access to the cap screws.
2. Remove the two washers and screws fixing the end

cap with a 4 mm Allen key.

Replacing the Batteries
Before you begin

For this task you need the following tools:

O-ring lubricant
(Molykote 55

o-ring grease)

Procedure

1. To check the battery condition:

• Use a battery tester to measure the resistance, then use a calculation chart to measure the
effective battery capacity.

• You can also use the battery tester to fully discharge and charge the batteries, then compare
the measures with the characteristics on the battery sticker.

2. Remove the old batteries and install the new batteries the following way:
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A1 PCBA

A2S PCBA (Gen 4 and above)

1. Connect the new batteries:

1. To the battery adapter board for a A1 PCBA,
or directly on the A2S board.

2. To the extension cable connected to the
Sarah Connor board.

2. Place the two new batteries in the internal
housing. The wires must exit from the side of
their insertion.
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Replacing the Shoulder Bolts
Before you begin

For this task you need the following tools:

Philips
screwdriver

or 5/64"
Allen key

Flat head
screwdriver

Tweezers O-ring
lubricant

(Molykote 55
o-ring grease)

Anti-seize

About this task

The shoulder bolts need to be replaced when there is visible damage such as cracks, corrosion or
pitting.

CAUTION:  Never remove the shoulder bolts directly from the end cap. Shoulder bolts are
attached to cables and removing them will damage the cables. Always open the bottle to
remove the shoulder bolts from the inside.

Procedure

1. Remove the shoulder bolts from the end cap.

1. Remove the 3 screws maintaining the 3 shoulder
bolts with a Philips screwdriver or a 5/64" Allen key
(depending on the model of screws that you have). Hold
still the outside of the shoulder bolts with a flat head
screwdriver while loosening the screws.

2. Push the shoulder bolts out with the Allen key.
3. Remove o-ring crushes from the holes of the shoulder

bolts with tweezers.

2. Put new shoulder bolts.

1. Fully clean the surface and hole from debris (with a swab
or Q-tip) and inspect the surface for burrs or pitting.

2. Put new lubricated o-ring crushes inside each hole of the
shoulder bolts.

3. Insert new shoulder bolts.

3. Secure the shoulder bolts.
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Apply anti-seize on the shoulder bolt screws and put them back
into place (torque at 15 in-lbs / 2 N-m). Hold still the outside of
the shoulder bolts with a flat head screwdriver while tightening the
screws.

• White wire: water-switch
• Black wire: negative charge
• Red wire: positive charge

Replacing the Temperature Sensor
Before you begin

For this task you need the following tools:

22 mm
wrench

Tweezers Wire stripper

Crimping tool O-ring
lubricant

(Molykote 55
o-ring grease)

Loctite 425 Thermistor
nut (ref.

EQ-102-01)

Procedure

1. Remove the temperature sensor.

1. Unscrew the temperature sensor using the thermistor nut.
2. Remove the o-ring seals placed at the temperature sensor

location with tweezers.
3. Fully clean the surface and hole from debris (with a swab

or Q-tip) and inspect the surface for burrs or pitting.

2. Install a new temperature sensor.
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1. Replace the o-ring seals with new lubricated
seals.

2. On the new temperature sensor wires, strip the
end of each wire and crimp pins to each stripped
wire.

Tip:  If you do not have the necessary
tools to do these operations on the wires,
another solution is to keep the old wires
connected to the connector, cut them at
mid-length and solder the new wires to
them.

3. Slide the cables through the temperature hole
and through the hole in the internal housing and
put the new cables into the white connector in
the same order as on the picture (view of side
with clips upward).

4. Apply loctite on the temperature screw thread,
then tighten back into place the temperature
sensor using the thermistor nut (torque at 10 in-
lbs / 1.1 N-m).

3. Check that the hardware operates correctly:

• Test the sensor measures on a broad temperature range.
• You can for example measure the surface temperature of the sensor with an infrared

thermometer and compare with the measure displayed on Mosa2 or Scala2.
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Replacing the Pressure Sensor
Replacing the Pressure Sensor

Before you begin

Before installing, check on the end cap that there is this pressure-relief symbol. It shows
that your sensor has a pressure-relief spring.

To replace the pressure sensor, you need a replacement kit containing:

• Install tool
• Metal ring (only if pressure-relief spring)
• Pressure sensor
• Small O-ring
• Adapter ring
• Screw
• Pressure-relief spring (if applicable)

You also need the following tools:

Flat head
screwdriver,
size 8 to 10

Tweezers Wire stripper

Crimping tool O-ring
lubricant

(Molykote 55
o-ring grease)

Loctite 425

Procedure

1. Remove the old pressure sensor.
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1. With the flat screwdriver, remove the screw above
the pressure sensor.

2. Remove the components from the hole of the end
cap:

1. Remove the spring and metal ring (if
applicable) with tweezers.

2. From the inside, push the pressure sensor and
its cables out with a small screwdriver or Allen
key.

3. Remove the o-ring seals and adapter ring with
tweezers.

3. Fully clean the surface and hole from debris (with
a swab or Q-tip) and inspect the surface for burrs
or pitting.

1. Screw / 2. Spring / 3. Metal ring / 4. Pressure sensor / 5. Small o-ring (1mm thick) / 6.
Adapter ring (metal, must be installed with grove-side up) / 7. Large o-ring (1.5mm thick,
may stay in the bottom of the hole when pressure sensor is removed) / 8. Pressure-relief
symbol: look for this symbol before installing

2. Install a new pressure sensor.
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1. Install tool / 2. Metal ring / 3.
Pressure sensor / 4. Small o-ring (1mm
thick) / 5. Adapter ring (metal, must
be installed with grove-side up) / 6.
Large o-ring (1.5mm thick, may stay in
the bottom of the hole when pressure
sensor is removed) / 7. Screw / 8.
Spring

1. On the new pressure sensor cables, strip the end
of each cable and crimp pins to each stripped
cable.

Tip:  If you do not have the necessary
tools to do these operations on the wires,
another solution is to keep the old wires
connected to the connector, cut them at
mid-length and solder the new wires to
them.

2. First, install the components in the same order
as on the picture 1 (if no pressure-relief spring,
there is no metal ring).

3. Insert the install tool into the hole in the end
cap and tighten with the flat screwdriver to set
the pressure sensor in place. The install tool is
longer than the normal screw in order to push
the pressure sensor to the bottom of the hole.

CAUTION:  Always use the install tool to
set the pressure sensor in place. Never
directly insert the spring and screw with
the pressure sensor or you may damage
the pressure sensor.

CAUTION:  Never push the pressure
sensor from the outside with your finger
or any tool to put it into the hole. Pressure
sensors have a thin membrane that is very
fragile and pressing it will damage the
sensor. The install tool correctly place the
pressure sensor at the bottom.

4. Remove the install tool. It is no longer needed.
5. If you have a pressure-relief spring, put the

spring into the hole in the end cap (picture 2). If
you have no spring, only install the screw.

6. Apply thread locker on the screw thread and
tighten the screw into the end cap with the flat
screwdriver to hold the spring in place.

3. Connect the new pressure sensor.
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1. Put the pressure sensor cables through the hole in the
internal housing.

2. Connect the cables to the white connector according to
the order on the picture (view of side with clips upward).

Updating the Depth Coefficients
About this task

Note:  Marport offices only

Procedure

1. From a web browser, go to Marport Authorized Service Provider (MASP) website: https://
asp.marport.fr/.

2. Go to Components > Add-ons > Pressure device and enter the pressure sensor serial number in
the search box.

3. From the pressure sensor page, click Download MOSA File.
4. Connect the sensor to Mosa2. Then, follow the procedure corresponding to your version of

sensor:

A1 sensors:

1. From the tab Depth, or General for the Trawl Explorer and Seine sensors, click Depth
coefficients.

2. Click Browse and select the xml file you downloaded. Click Apply.

A2S sensors:

1. From Mosa2, click Menu  > Expert Mode and enter the password copernic.
2. Press command + A or click Menu  and click User Mode > Advanced
3.

In Measurements page, click  in Depth.
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4. Click  and select the XML file you downloaded.
5. Click .
6. Pressure coefficients displays Updated once you have saved page changes . If not, leave

Depth options page, then open it again.

Replacing the Pressure-Relief Spring
You can replace the pressure-relief spring that is in the second bottle of the sensor. This spring is
useful to decrease pressure inside the bottle, for example if there is water ingress and the batteries
vent.

Before you begin

Before installing, check on the end cap that there is this pressure-relief symbol. It shows
that your sensor has a pressure-relief spring.

For this task you need the following tools:
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Flat head
screwdriver,
size 8 to 10

O-ring
lubricant

(Molykote 55
o-ring grease)

Loctite 425

Procedure

1. Remove the old pressure-relief spring.

1. Remove the screw above the pressure-relief spring with
the screwdriver.

2. Remove the spring, plug and o-ring from the hole.
3. Fully clean the surface and hole from debris (with a swab

or Q-tip) and inspect the surface for burrs or pitting.

2. Install the new pressure-relief spring.
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1. Install tool / 2. Plug with o-
ring. The side with the small
slope must face downward / 3.
O-ring / 4. Screw / 5. Spring

1. Put one of the o-ring around the plug groove.
2. Put the other o-ring down into the bottom of the

pressure-relief hole.
3. Put the plug into the hole.
4. Tighten the install tool into the hole with the flat

screwdriver to set the plug in place. The install tool
is longer than the normal screw in order to push
the plug to the bottom of the hole.

5. Remove the install tool. It is no longer needed.
6. Put the spring into the hole.
7. Apply thread locker on the screw thread and

tighten the screw into the end cap with the flat
screwdriver to hold the spring in place.

Re-assembling the Bottle
Before you begin

For this task you need the following tools:
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Allen keys:

• 1.5 mm
• 4 mm

O-ring
lubricant

(Molykote 55
o-ring grease)

Thread locker
(Loctite 425)

Procedure

1. Put back the end cap.

1. Align the cap and bottle, then install the washers and
screws.

2. Tighten the screws using a 4 mm Allen key.
Note:  Torque each screw to 80 in-lbs / 9 N-m.

2. Put back the batteries as explained in Replacing the Batteries  on page 15.
3. Connect the connectors.

Note:  If you have a doubt, the cable types are written on them.

A1 PCBA

A2S PCBA (Gen 4 and above)

A. Down / B. Up / C. Uplink / 1. Uplink
LED / 2. Temperature and pressure / 3.
Battery / 4. Water-switch

1. Connect the connectors as shown.
2. A1 PCBA: connect the battery to the battery adapter

board.
3. Apply silicone over the connectors, onto the PCBA

surface.
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4. Put back into place the PCBA retainers and screw with the 1.5 mm Allen key.

5. Protect the components and bottle.

A. End cap / B. Transducer
1. Static o-ring / 2. Backup o-ring

1. Replace the protective tape.
2. Inspect and clean the o-ring grooves.
3. Apply grease the 2 static o-rings and 2 backup o-

rings.
4. Install the o-rings and make sure they are

correctly positioned.
5. Allow the unite to sit for at least 5 minutes in order

for the o-rings to regain their shapes after being
stretched during installation.

6. Put back the external tube.

1. Inspect and clean the retainer ring groove, then
put back the retainer ring around the transducer.

2. To insert the bottle back in the tube, place the
bottle on the ground and push the tube. The side
of the tube that has a small curve goes first, on the
side of the end cap.
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Support Contact
You can contact your local dealer if you need maintenance on your Marport products. You can also
ask us at the following contact details:

FRANCE

Marport France SAS

8, rue Maurice Le Léon

56100 Lorient, France

supportfrance@marport.com

ICELAND

Marport EHF

Tónahvarf 7

203 Kopavogur, Iceland

supporticeland@marport.com

NORWAY
Marport Norge A/S

Breivika Industrivei 69

6018 Ålesund, Norway

supportnorge@marport.com

SOUTH AFRICA

Marport South Africa

Cape Town, Western Cape

11 Paarden Eiland Road

Paarden Eiland, 7405

csanter@marport.com

SPAIN

Marport Spain SRL

Camino Chouzo 1

36208 Vigo (Pontevedra), Spain

supportspain@marport.com

UNITED KINGDOM

Marport UK ltd

32 Wilson Street

Peterhead, AB42 1UD, United Kingdom

gyoungson@marport.com

USA

Marport Americas Inc.

12123 Harbour Reach Drive, Suite 100

Mukilteo, WA 98275, USA

supportusa@marport.com
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